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ABSTRACT
Internet threats have increased manifold with the
arrival of botnets. Many organizations worldwide and the
social networks have been affected by botnets. Numerous
researches have been carried to understand the concept of
bots, C&C channels, botnet and botmasters. These botnets
have been able to update itself regularly which makes them
very difficult to be detected. The purpose of this paper is to
understand the of behavior of botnets and its affect on the
virtual world. The paper has also analyzed the types of
botnets, lifecycle and elements of botnets.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet related crimes have evolved over a period
and has been changing from attacks on the infrastructure to
becoming real threat for people and organizations. One of
the biggest threats that people and organizations are facing
is the large collections of machines which has been
infested by malware. A Botnet has been defined as a
network which is comprised of machines which has been
affected by malware. Botnets has become one of most
dangerous and popular types of internet crimes. According
to a study[2] about 16-25% of the computers on the
internet are infected by botnet. Botmaster remotely
controls the machines through a command and control
channel(C&C).[1]The compromised machines are called
bots. The C&C channel facilitates communication between
botmaster and individual bots. The botmaster can control
the machines to perform criminal activities like
information and identity threat, Denial of service
attacks(DoS)[3], unsolicited messaging etc[3].Many
organizations and government agencies worldwide are
trying to combat botnets through laws, regulations and
other methods
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It has been observed that botnet attacks are not
confined to computers only. Smartphone have also become
a target wherein the Bluetooth is being used as the
command and control channel. Botnet has caused huge
financial losses worldwide for companies, home users,
government and internet service providers.
1.1 History of Botnet
The study of the past history of bots and botnets
provides interesting information. It was found that earliest
way of using bots was in Internet relay chat(IRC)[4]
channel management[4].IRC is a text based messaging
system which was organized communication in channels.
Users can join any channel and communicate with other
users. The main role of botnet was to control interactions
in the chat rooms. One of the earliest known bots was
Eggbot[5] which was published in 1993.The IRC bots was
used to attack other IRC users and servers. These were also
used in Denial of service(DoS) and Distributed denial of
service attacks(DDoS)[6].
1.2 Elements of Botnet
The operation of Botnet can be better understood
by the elements in a botnet. The elements of botnet are
shown in figure 1.
• An executable file which will be present in a host
that can perform a series of malicious actions is
called bot. The bots can get installed through
different ways including viral mechanisms and
through infected sites. The bots are initialized
every time that an infected machine is started.
The actions are performed through command and
control infrastructure which is controlled by the botmaster
• The command and control(C&C) infrastructure is
made of bots and a control entity which can be
centralized or decentralized. The C&C
infrastructure controls the bots in the botnet and
maintains the connection in the infrastructure. [7]
• Botmaster is the machine that controls and
configures the bot. It contains a machine which
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installs the malicious bot, control and directs the
bots when it joins the channel.
Bot

botmaster

Bot

Command and
control
infrastructure

Bot

Figure 1: Elements of botnet
1.3 Botnet Lifecycle
A botnet is created and maintained in five stages
which are: Initial infection, Secondary injection,
connection, malicious command and control, update and
maintenance [6]. The figure 2 given below depicts the
lifecycle of botnet.
Phase1:
Initial infection

Phase 2:
Secondary injection

In the Initial infection phase, targets are checked
for any vulnerability. The attacker then attacks the victim
machines through different methods like downloads of
infected files, email attachments etc[6]
In the secondary injection phase, the infected
hosts execute a script called shell code. When the code is
executed, they make these hosts behave as bots. These
codes get the image of the actual bot binary using
protocols like FTP, HTTP or P2P. The code starts
automatically when the infected machine is rebooted. The
infected machines starts behaving like a “zombie” or real
bot once these bot application are installed. [9, 10]
In the connection phase, the C&C channel is
implemented by a bot program. The bot is connected to
C&C Channel. The zombie becomes a member of the
attacker’s botnet army[10,11].
Once the connection is over, the malicious
command and control activities will start. The botmaster
uses the C&C channel to relay the commands to the bots.
The C&C channel allows the botmaster to control the
action of the bots to perform malicious activities [10, 11]
The final stage of the bot life cycle is the
maintenance and updating of the malware. It is important
to perform maintenance if the bots have to be kept in
control. Maintenance involves code updating which could
help in avoiding detection, adding new features or
migrating to new C&C [10, 11, 12]. The migration to new
C&C is very important in the survival of the botnet [9, 10,
13, 14]. The botnets avoid detection by using Dynamic
DNS(DDNS)[15] which allows frequent updates and
changes in server locations. In case the C&C server at a
certain IP address is detected, another C&C can be set up
easily with the same name at a different IP address. The
new IP address can be easily sent to bots by short time-tolive(TTL)values for the domain names by the DDNS
providers. The bots will shift to the new C&C and will stay
alive[14,16,17]

II.
Phase 3:
Connection

Phase 4: malicious
command and control

Phase 5:
Update and
maintenance

Figure 2: Botnet lifecycle
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TYPES OF BOTNET

The botnets can be classified mainly based on two
factors:
• Architecture
• Network protocols
2.1 Based on Architecture
There are basically two known architectures for
botnet which are centralized and decentralized.
Centralized botnet: In this architecture all the bots are
connected to single C&C. The command and control
channels awaits the bots to connect, register, track their
status and send commands through the botmaster[18]
Decentralised or P2P (peer-to-peer) botnet: The bots are
connected to different infected machines than to C&C.
Commands will be sent from bot to bot. Each bot will have
a set of neighbours and the command received by a bot
from one of its neighbours will be sent to others. [18]
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2.2 Based on Network protocols
The botnet can be classified based on the network
protocols:[18,19]
IRC (Internet relay chat)-oriented: Bots that are
controlled using IRC channels. [18,19]
IM(Instant messaging)-oriented: The communication
channels used here provided by instant messaging like
AOL, ICQ etc[18,19]
Web-oriented: A pre-defined web based server is
connected to the bot. The bot sends the commands and
transfers data through it[18,19]
Other: The other botnet connects through own protocoal
based on the TCP/IP stack[18,19]

III.

CONCLUSION

Numerous researches have been conducted on the
phenomenon of botnets. Botnets have been playing out as
a significant threat all around the world. Botnets have been
increasing with increase in the connectivity and the
numbers of devices which are in the virtual world.
This survey aims to identify the phenomenon,
review and understand the various aspects of botnets based
on available researches. The paper aims to provide an
understanding about the history, elements, types of botnet
and botnet lifecycle. All these different aspects of botnet
are discussed at length in this paper.
The study was restricted in understanding the
different aspects of botnets. Further researches could be
conducted level of the security threats posed by these
botnets.
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